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Abstract
The ongoing coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) has been impacted the whole world.
One of the hardest-hit industries in the aviation industry. This research investigates how COVID19 challenged this sector. It focuses especially on how American Airlines and Lufthansa Group
got impacted and what they tried to do to recover from this crisis.
This paper’s primary focus is on how those two airlines changed their communication
strategy and their marketing to regain customer trust and their reputation. It looks at different
researchers and their theories to overcome such a crisis like this and discusses different airlines
and what they did when they were in a crisis.
The results show, that both airlines did a great job adapting to the new situation and
rethinking and restructuring and coming out with new and different marketing and
communication strategies. Those strategies aligned with the theories of the researchers from
the paper such as the SCCT theory from Timothy Coombs and the image restoration theory
from William Benoit.
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1. Introduction
The aviation industry is one of the hardest-hit industries that have been impacted by the
Coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) in 2020. There are travel bans in place, and people were or
still are too scared to fly. Country-specific regulations on international flights, long-distance
travel bans, and trip cancellations affected the global flight capacity and so far, resulted in huge
losses for the aviation industry. Governments in various countries imposed several restrictions
to contain the spread of the virus. However, the primary question is how such a big and
important industry can recover from this? What needs to be done so the aviation industry can
come out of it even better than they were before? How was the crisis handled differently at
American Airlines and Lufthansa? And how effective was the airlines’ communication with their
customers in instilling trust and ongoing loyalty?
On December 12, 2019, the Wuhan Municipal Health Commission (WMHC) in China
described 27 human cases of viral pneumonia, 7 of them seriously ill. All the people had a
shared contact in the Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market, where farm animals, bats, and snakes
were also sold. The virus has been identified as a new coronavirus. It was provisionally known
as 2019-nCoV– from the findings of ongoing investigations and by genomic sequencing carried
out in local laboratories (Biscayart, 2020).
Starting in 2020, more and more countries across the globe shut down borders and
limited domestic travel as a response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak. Consequently,
canceling almost all flights to control the spread of the virus has affected the entire airline
industry globally (Mazareanu, 2020). The International Air Transport Association (IATA) made
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an announcement that Airlines might lose $113 billion in sales in 2020. This is almost four times
greater than its estimate of the epidemic’s impact from just two weeks earlier (Weiss, 2020).
In response, there was also support from both the American and European
governments to the airlines following the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic. Although
governments have shown a willingness to help airlines, they also have engaged in discussions
on the numerous types of support that may be offered and how country-specific restrictions
impact the choice of measures. The researcher Megersa Abate (2020) analyzed the implications
of government support in different dimensions related to air transport policy. Abate (2020)
proposes that most governments give a high priority to upholding air transport connectivity to
protect financial activity and jobs in aviation itself and in related areas like tourism. The tradeoff between safeguarding connectivity and maintaining competition after the COVID-19
pandemic is a big challenge. In the aftermath of the pandemic, the re-orientation of public
policy may be limiting the importance of the policy priorities that build the evolution of the air
transport sector before the crisis, especially the ones that are related to climate change and the
environment. The role of government and public authorities to bail out the airlines will be
crucial for the future development of the aviation industry (Abate, 2020). Different
Governments offered different bailout strategies to the airline companies that got hit hard by
the pandemic.
The German government and Lufthansa, which got hit hard by the pandemic, have
reached a deal on a 9-billion-euro ($9.8 billion) bailout. The plan includes that the German
government takes a 20% stake in Lufthansa, which it plans to sell back by the end of 2023.
Germany will buy the new shares at a value of 2.56 euros per share for a total of about 300
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million euros. Finance Minister Olaf Scholz said the rescue package was a “very, very good
solution” that considers the needs of both the company and taxpayers.
The government will also help with 5.7 billion euros in non-voting capital, dubbed silent
participation, into the company. Part of this could be transferred into an additional 5% equity
stake. The silent participation will carry a coupon of 4% in 2020 and 2021, increasing to 9.5% by
2027 to encourage fast repayment. Separately, Lufthansa will receive a 3-billion-euro loan from
state-backed bank KfW and private banks with a term of three years (Orlowski, 2020).
In the U.S., in turn, ten U.S. airlines have received $25 billion in federal relief money as
part of a payroll support program under the CARES Act, in exchange for agreeing to retain 90%
of their staff, limit executive pay, and curb stock buybacks and dividend payments. One of them
was American Airlines. American announced in August cuts to more than a dozen cities through
November, and last week began furloughing 19,000 employees because of the expiration of the
first round of federal aid to the industry on October 1 (Hansen, 2020).
This study looks at how the aviation industry got impacted by the pandemic. To be more
specific it will look at how American Airlines and Lufthansa group got impacted and how the
companies are trying to recover from it. Applying a comparative case study strategy, this
research focuses on exploring how American Airlines and Lufthansa attempted to overcome the
crisis.
The pandemic is a unique situation and has never happened before. It looks at aspects
of what the airlines did to communicate internally and externally. It analyses how the two
airlines changed their communication strategy to get out of this crisis successfully. It will also
give some personal views from people and how they felt traveling during the pandemic,
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drawing on personal narratives collected as oral histories. There has not been a lot of research
done yet, so this study will help to understand this crisis better which was unique in its global
nature, hitting the whole industry instead of single companies.

2. Literature Review

The researchers P.H. Longstaff and Sung-Un Yang studied what happens when a natural
disaster or a health crisis occurs. They concluded that communication is the most crucial aspect
of it. Their research showed that there is a direct connection between an organization's
preparedness and trust. The researchers also found out that there is a correlation between
crisis communication and how effective the leadership during the crisis will be. Therefore, faith
is one of the most important aspects of dealing with a problem (Longstaff, 2020). To create
this faith, organizations use different response strategies in their crisis communication. These
crisis responses are discussed in terms of communication theories and split up into themes
next.

2.1 CRISIS COMMUNICATION THEORIES

Timothy Coombs is a well-known researcher in crisis communication. Because of that,
we should have a look at his works. The Situational Crisis Communication Theory (SCCT) is a set
of evidence-based crisis communication guidelines. The SCCT is a structure to understand the
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dynamic and can be used as a tool for stakeholders' reactions to a company's reputation that
got impacted by a crisis. However, reputation is a core part of an organization. Coombs also
illustrates how protecting the reputation yields behavioral benefits (Coombs et al., 2007).
He designed the SCCT to help create evidence-based decisions to help companies develop crisis
response strategies (Coombs, 2001). Timothy Coombs identifies three different types of crises:
the victim cluster, the accidental cluster, and the intentional cluster (Coombs, 2004).
- Victim cluster, which means that the organization itself is also a victim
- Accidental cluster, which means that the organizational actions that were leading to
the crisis were unintentional
- Intentional cluster, which means that the organization knowingly placed people at risk,
took inappropriate actions, or/and violated laws and regulations

The SCCT also projects how people will react to the crisis response strategies used to
manage the crisis (Coombs et al., 2007). There are three response strategies:
- Deny strategy
- Diminish strategy
- Rebuild strategy
The most used is the diminish response strategy. In this strategy, the company
acknowledges that damage has happened but does not take responsibility (Coombs et al.,
2007). The SCCT suggests that how an organization communicates with the public will affect the
company's public reputation. Crisis response strategies have three goals: shape attributions of
the crisis, change perceptions of the organization in a situation, and reduce the negative effect
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generated by the problem (Coombs et al., 2007). Next, some applications of their theories in
empirical studies will be discussed.

2.2 SCCT EXTENDED IN EMPIRICAL STUDIES

Once an organization has been blamed for ethical wrongdoing, a significant issue is to
regain trust from its stakeholders. Guerber (2019) extended the Situational Crisis
Communication Theory and explored the effectiveness of accounts designed to diminish
perceptions of accountability offered by organizations in response to assertions of ethical
wrongdoing. In his research, he also discusses the impact of linguistic style and culture related
to SCCT. Guerber writes that his research on organizational accounts has been guided by the
SCCT and emphasizes the account's content. Guerber says that the content of the response is
significant. However, he also argues that the lack of research on account style is shocking
because theoretical and anecdotal literature strongly imply that style is an essential
characteristic of an account (Guerber, 2019).

Guerber did two studies. The first study examines the impact of the linguistic style of the
account, which means consultative versus formal. It focuses on the magnitude of harm involved
in the allegation on observers in the United States. To prove his hypothesis, he conducted a
scenario-based experiment using a 2 x 2 experimental design. His researchers measured the
degree of harm (high versus low) and the linguistic style on a reduced response (consultative
versus formal). Findings indicate that consultative accounts are more effective than traditional
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accounts. In addition to that, both types of performance are less effective following an
allegation involving more significant harm. In the second study, he examines the effectiveness
of consultative versus formal accounts in India and China.

Guerber and his team were using the same scenario and accounts as in Study 1. Results
show that India exhibits somewhat similar results to the US. However, China does not. The
consultative version is not superior to a formal account). Implications of this study suggest that
managers seeking to preserve their firm's reputation following an allegation should consider
the linguistic style of their response as well as its content. The conclusion also suggests that the
type of the account needs to be an essential component of SCCT. It also indicates that SCCT
strongly impacts the market's cultural characteristics (Guerber, 2019). After that, we are
looking on SCCT helped with COVID-19.

2.3 SCCT APPLICATION IN STUDIES ON COVID-19 CRISIS IN THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY

The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically affected the aviation industry. Scheiweiler
investigates in 2021 how 20 European airlines communicated their crisis messages during the
pandemic. She was looking at how the airlines used the Situational Crisis Communication
Theory (SCCT) in their responses. This qualitative study examines 7237 messages from social
media channels and press releases posted between December 1, 2019, and May 25, 2020. The
airlines used five different crisis response strategies: instructing and adjusting information,
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denying, diminishing, rebuilding, and bolstering. Introducing and changing information was the
most popular one.

The findings indicate that the airlines primarily emphasized instructing and adjusting
crisis communication strategies. It also revealed considerable differences in how each airline
managed its crisis communication during the COVID-19 crisis period. Additionally, Twitter
replaced Facebook as their main communication channel. This research provides insights on
how airlines can and should communicate crisis-related messages amidst a severe pandemic.
Before defining a crisis response, an organization should carefully consider its crisis
responsibility and the attribution made by its stakeholders. According to the SCCT framework,
the COVID-19 crisis can be classified as a victim crisis (Coombs, 2007). The airlines were victims
of the crisis: Since borders were closed, the demand for air travel sharply declined, and the
companies had no other choice than to cancel flights and eventually ground their fleet
(Deloitte, 2020). Overall, the airlines followed this recommendation, and their COVID-19 crisis
communication response did not accept responsibility for the crisis (Scheiweiler, 2021).
Another important theory is the image restoration theory that will be discussed next.

2.4 IMAGE RESTORATION THEORY

In 1997, William Benoit introduced the image restoration theory. This theory can be
used on a personal and professional level to understand crises. It gives you different strategies
to restore someone's image when their reputation is damaged. It is a crucial crisis
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communication tool, especially in public relations. The image restoration theory is based on the
nature of the attack. According to Benoit, an attack is comprised of different modules:
1. The suspect is held responsible for an action.
2. The act is considered offensive.
The image restoration strategy is focused mainly on persuasion but also shows that
influence can be limited. It also stresses the importance of image. It is one of the significant
factors in a business, brand, or person. The theory is based on two fundamental assumptions:
Communication is a goal-directed activity, and maintaining a favorable reputation is a crucial
goal of communication. Benoit's (1997) theory provides five broad categories of image repair
strategies:
● Denial and shifting the blame
● Evasion of responsibility
● Reduce offensiveness
● Corrective action
● Mortification
The study offers suggestions and develops theories that can be used as a guide by crisis
managers and corporate communication practitioners. The next section shows how this theory
can be implemented in praxis.
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2.5 CASE STUDY EXAMPLE OF APPLYING THE IMAGE RESTORATION THEORY

In 2002, Cowden and Sellnow analyzed issues in advertising as a form of organizational
crisis communication. Explicitly, the study analyzes Northwest Airlines' (NWA) use of image
restoration strategies in the advertisements it placed related to the 1998 pilots' strike. The
study concludes that issues advertising enabled NWA to be proactive in reducing liability for the
strike. Additionally, findings suggest that Northwest was able to retain passenger volume but
failed to maintain investor confidence. NWA's persuasiveness was limited by offering only
pseudo-corrective action, a wrong attempt at parting from its pilots, and the failure to account
for employee relationships. The study concludes that issues in advertising campaigns can
incorporate image restoration strategies, provide essential information to internal and external
stakeholders, and serve as part of an organization's crisis management plan (Cowden &
Sellnow, 20020). Next, we will look at crisis communication and organizational culture theories.
Those theories play an important role in handling a crisis.

2.6 CRISIS COMMUNICATION AND ORGANIZATION CULTURE

Deverell and Olsson (2010) researched the connection between crisis communication
and organizational culture. The researchers argue that crises can challenge organizations. The
study provides a typology of temporal corporate responses to public perception problems,
which aims to examine the ability of organizations to restructure to handle critical crisis
management challenges. They are focusing more on what happens during the crisis and not
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what is going on before. Therefore, they focus more on how corporate culture impacts acute
crisis management. Deverell and Olsson created a classification consisting of three types of
responses linked to corporate culture. The Fully Adapting Organization, The Semi-Adapting
Organization, and The Non-Adapting Organization. Given the typology, the Fully Adapting
Organization manages to adapt both its strategy and managerial and operational levels to deal
with the crisis. According to the new plan, the Semi-Adapting Organization changes its system
but cannot change administrative and operational levels. The Non-Adapting Organization does
not grasp the significance of the strategic change in the first place (Deverell & Olsson, 2010). In
conclusion, this study shows that organizational culture plays an important role. Also,
reputation management is part of crisis communication.

2.7 CRISIS COMMUNICATION AND REPUTATION MANAGEMENT

Grundy & Moxon (2013) studied crisis communications, crisis management, and brand
management in 2013. The study focuses on how British Airways react to protect the airline's
brand when confronted with a crisis. The researchers claim that different strategies should be
used for various emergencies. British Airways' response to four problems are evaluated, and
the effectiveness of the airline's crisis management on brand protection. The success of British
Airways' crisis management on brand protection is critically assessed by using a quantitative
brand metric that measures consumers' perception daily. Grundy & Moxon (2013) used
YouGov's "BrandIndex" for their research. It is a platform that measures consumers' daily
perception of global brands, including British Airways. This theory helped to get results and a
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detailed analysis of British Airways' response to their crises. YouGov works by producing
"BrandIndex" by interviewing 2000 UK adults every day from Monday to Friday. These answers
include the observed corporate reputation, satisfaction, value, and general impression of the
company. It reveals the overall brand health or "BrandIndex."

Furthermore, the "Buzz" score is acquired by asking people about their preconceived
brand opinions, whether positive or negative. The score is conducted through word of mouth or
by the media. The result is calculated by measuring brand awareness and brand sentiment. This
method is very effective and valuable because the result mainly accounts for stakeholders'
opinions.

Kao Hsiu-Ying did a study in 2020 about crisis management. The study entails the
evaluation of crisis signals and what actions need to be taken to reduce the damage. In turn,
companies must assess the impact of the crisis on perceptions of brand attitude, credibility, and
intention. This paper proposes a cause-and-effect model for analyzing airline crisis
management events and customer loyalty after a big Taiwanese airline strike. Data was
collected via an online survey and the research shows a couple of contributions to airline crisis
management. It offers a set of crisis management capabilities for strike-hit airlines. It also
suggests a chain of alleged airline crisis management capabilities, brand attitude, brand
credibility, and purchase intention (Hsiu-Ying Kao, 2020). Next, we will discuss two different
airline examples and see how they handled their crisis.
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The never-resolved disappearance of Malaysia Airlines (MAS) Flight MH370 has been
one of the most highly discussed air crash incidents in recent times. The missing flight was on its
way from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing with 239 people on board. After years of investigation and
searching efforts, investigators have still not been able to identify the reason that led to the
diversion from its original route soon after take-off (Zafra et al., 2019. This situation put the
airlines into the spotlight of global attention—both as a business entity and an extension of the
Malaysian government. The study argues that several loopholes led to ineffective
implementation of Malaysia Airlines' (MAS)' Emergency Response Plan (ERP) steered by the
Emergency Response Team (ERT) and Malaysian authorities. In addition, it got worse with
unverified information for internal and external crisis elements and limitations in the Search
and Rescue (SAR) operation. During an incident like this, every information delivered to the
stakeholders and the public must be verified and screened out before being released or
announced. If not, the organization's reputation will get severely damaged. Therefore, the
Flight MH370 incident is an excellent example of how a poor communication strategy and
management caused severe damages even years after the incident (Saroni et al., 2019).

All firms are vulnerable to crises. Crises are a threat to everyone's reputation and can
harm stakeholders physically, emotionally, and financially. One essential technique to minimize
the crisis is communication. In July 2016, Southwest Airlines had a 15-hour power outage which
led to over 2.000 flights and delayed 250.000 travelers. The company needs to come up with a
successful crisis management strategy for situations like this. The Southwest communications
team's innovative communication strategies and tactics reduced the level of damage the crisis
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could have caused. Southwest adopted an approach that minimizes the level of impact. They
identified the fundamental problem, acknowledged it, and responded fast to its stakeholders
within an appropriate time frame.

Southwest airlines humanized the crisis and sympathized with the travelers that were
impacted. This situation is usually a big challenge for most companies to publicly apologize in
times of crisis because it is believed it opens the company to legal liabilities (Aula 2010). Also,
companies that own up to their predicament and apologize are seen by the public as socially
responsible. That is precisely what Southwest Airlines did. The airline has embraced the core
principles of communication through their social media outlets before the social media storm
hit them hard, i.e., transparency, honesty, genuineness, swiftness, progressiveness. This
communication strategy has helped Southwest to regain its company reputation and credibility
(Boama, 2019). Additionally, social media is getting more and more important in today’s
communication. We will discuss this next.

2.8 SOCIAL MEDIA’S ROLE IN COMMUNICATION

Social Media is getting more and more critical in the communication field. Page, Freberg
& Saling's (2013) created a study about the Emerging Media Crisis Value Model (EMCVM). The
development of communication during an emergency/crisis event includes now using social
media. The researchers used emergency events (hurricane Irene, 2011 and the theater shooting
in Aurora, Colorado2012) to understand EMCVM better. This study is a base for future research
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looking on the use of social media, emergency responders at the local, state, and national
levels. The goal is to be better prepared to educate a community, reducing public uncertainty,
fear while providing timely and accurate information (Page, Freberg & Saling, 2013).

An early example of the use of social media is when the terrorist attacks on September
11, 2001, happened, American Airlines and United planes were involved and created a big
challenge for their crisis communication teams. Greer and Moreland did a study in 2003 and
analyzed how those airlines communicated in the first three weeks. Both airlines mainly used
their websites as their primary means to share with the outside world. They collected data from
both websites from September 11 to October 9, 2001. The study showed that the internetenabled both companies to provide an immediate response to the attacks. The Internet also
allowed both airlines to give frequent updates about the incidents to the public and
simultaneously communicate their crisis response process to various people. American and
United airlines chose to use corporate website communication as their primary communication
strategy, which helped them speak fast, efficiently, and consistently.

In the studies above, I have identified the difficulties of managing crises and executives'
appropriate measures. Some of these studies have looked at the public's perception in the
wake of the problem. They have evaluated the reaction of internal and external stakeholders
and how a company's reputation got impacted by such a crisis. In addition to that, the studies
also have analyzed how stakeholders will react to different problems. Most studies, however,
only focused on one specific airline instead of the whole industry. Covid-19 impacted the entire
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aviation industry and not just one airline. In this study, I want to focus on how this crisis got
handled as an industry. I want to shed more light on the consequences of the pandemic crisis
and how to manage the situation and communicate through two examples, one American and
another European airline. I will create a comparative case study on American airlines and
Lufthansa and compare how they handled the crisis and what they are doing to get out of the
trouble.

3. Background

3.1 LUFTHANSA GROUP AG
The Lufthansa Group is an aviation group that is operating worldwide. The airlines
headquarter is in Cologne, Germany. The airline offers scheduled passenger and air freight
transportation services. It offers logistics services through its own freighters, chartered cargo
aircraft, and belly capacities on passenger aircraft. It is also involved in VIP aircraft servicing,
airline maintenance, and aircraft overhaul services. In addition, the company offers airline
catering services and manages airline-specific in-flight sales programs. Every sector occupies a
leading position in its individual markets. Lufthansa also provides travel management solutions,
vocational and professional aviation training.

The company reported revenues of (Euro) EUR13,589 million for the fiscal year ended
December 2020 (FY2020). This is a decrease of 62.7% over FY2019. The operating loss of the
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company was EUR7,089 million in FY2020, compared to an operating profit of EUR1,689 million
in FY2019. The net loss of the company was EUR6,725 million in FY2020, compared to a net
profit of EUR1,213 million in FY2019. The company reported revenues of EUR2,560 million for
the first quarter ended March 2021, a decrease of 1.3% over the previous quarter.

The flying demand fell dramatically in the year of the Corona pandemic with the
associated travel restrictions. Since the lockdowns and travel restrictions are still in force in
many countries, the company faced a challenging first quarter in 2021. Due to this pandemic,
the company experienced a decline in passenger traffic by 75% to 36.4 million in FY2020. The
company's Network Airlines, Eurowings, MRO, and Catering segments also witnessed annual
revenue declines by 74.4%, 74.6%, 37.8%, and 59.4%, respectively, in FY2020 (Deutsche
Lufthansa AG, 2021).

Deutsche Lufthansa AG has reduced capacity by up to 50%. It is the biggest move so far
by a major European airline to cope with the severe fall-off in travel triggered by the
coronavirus. The German airline group cited "drastic declines in bookings and numerous flight
cancellations" in recent days, saying all its traffic is now affected.

3.2 AMERICAN AIRLINES GROUP INC.
American Airlines Group Inc. is an airline holding company, which offers passengers and
cargo air transportation services. It is the world's largest airline when measured by fleet size,
scheduled passengers carried, and revenue passenger mile. The airline operates along with its
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wholly owned regional airline subsidiaries and third-party regional carriers operating as
American Eagle. With its cargo division, American Airlines Cargo provides a big range of freight
and mail services. The airline has its hubs in Charlotte, Chicago, Dallas/Fort Worth, Los Angeles,
Miami, New York City, Philadelphia, Phoenix, and Washington, DC. American Airlines has
business operations across the US, Latin America, Europe, and the Asia Pacific. American
Airlines Group has its headquarter in Fort Worth, Texas, the US (American Airlines Group Inc,
2021).

The airline reported revenues of (US Dollars) US$45,768 million for the fiscal year 2019
(FY2019), an increase of 2.8% over FY2018. In FY2019, the company's operating margin was
6.7%, compared to an operating margin of 6% in FY2018. In FY2019, the company logged a net
margin of 3.7%, compared to a net margin of 3.2% in FY2018. The company reported revenues
of US$1,622 million for the second quarter ended June 2020, a decrease of 81% over the
previous quarter (American Airlines Group Inc, 2021).

4. Research Method

This study uses a qualitative research approach and a case study strategy.

Case studies happen when a researcher discovers a program, an event, an activity, a
process, or one or more individuals. The case is limited by time and activity, and researchers
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collect detailed information using a variety of data collection procedures over a sustained
period (Stake, 1995). In this paper, I will use two case studies combined to explore the
pandemic crisis management and communication within the airline industry, one representing
a leading airline company in America and the other in Europe. The study sheds light on how the
crisis was handled by American Airlines and Lufthansa Group in particular. This study focuses on
what they did and what the consequences are for the industry/ airlines. It will help to
understand what was helpful and hurtful to do in such a crisis and will help to be better
prepared for worldwide crises like this. This situation is unique because the whole industry was
and continues to be hit by the same crisis. In addition to that, using a case study strategy helps
to understand better which communication style and strategy works and which doesn’t. It gives
the opportunity to directly compare two airlines with each other and compare their actions. It
is a research strategy and an empirical inquiry that investigates different phenomena within
their real-life context. It gives you the opportunity to deep dive into the two cases and finds out
all the details.
The sources that are used as data for the comparative case study in this research are
owned media i.e., websites of both companies and their social media accounts. Additionally,
media articles from newspapers such as Wallstreet Journal, Reuters, etc. are analyzed in terms
of creating an understanding of the extend of the crisis as well as how the companies
communicated. The study also used databases such as Jstor and Business Research Complex to
get more information about the companies and the pandemic.
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In addition to applying a case study strategy, this study also utilizes oral history reports
to get a better insight into how people felt on a plane during the pandemic. Oral history reports
are designed to get a deeper understanding of how people feel about certain things. In this
case, the interviewees are talking about their experience about flying during the pandemic,
about how airlines follow the regulations, and how safe they feel traveling during the
pandemic.

5. How did the aviation industry get impacted by COVID-19?

The pandemic had a significant impact on the airline industry due to travel restrictions and
the demand from travelers. Lockdowns keep happening all over the world. Recently, Austria
just announced their 4th lockdown, but this time only for unvaccinated people. Also, a new
variant was discovered in South Africa, called Omicron. After these findings, a lot of European
countries, Israel and the UK closed their borders to South Africa and its neighboring countries.
Additionally, most countries have retained either partially or totally imposing regulations
regarding international travel, including self-quarantine on arrival. And with many governments
delaying the reopening of the borders, domestic travel is expected to bounce back first.
Therefore, the whole impact of the aviation industry is still unknown. Many airlines are at stake
and not every company will survive the pandemic. For example, Lufthansa had to cancel 50% of
their flights in April 2020 and SAS Scandinavia had to lay off 90% of their staff (Scheiweiler,
2021).
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5.1 STATISTICS FOR 2020
● Airlines lost over 1 billion travelers in 2020. The impact of the COVID-19 crisis removed
more than 1 billion passengers. This is a decline of 64.6% of global passenger traffic.
● Europe and the Middle East were the two most impacted regions with declines of 5%
compared to the projected baseline.
● Asia got hit first but also recovered first and only had a decline of 61.3% of global
passengers. However, Asia recorded the highest traffic loss of all regions, with a loss of
2.15 billion passengers in 2020.
● Latin America and the Caribbean were the least impacted of all regions, with a decline of
61.1%
● Because of the global lockdown starting in April 2020, there were almost no
international travels anymore, which led to over 1 billion fewer travelers and a decrease
of over 75% compared to 2019.
● Domestic travels helped recovery in markets like China, Russia, and the US. Globally,
domestic traffic volume globally for 2020 was recorded a little bit above 2.4 billion
passengers. This is a decline of 54.7% compared to 2019 (ACI World, 2021).

5.2 STATISTICS FOR 2021
● For international passenger traffic, there is an overall reduction of 61% to 62% of seats
offered by airlines, 1,338 to 1,350 million fewer passengers (-72% to -73%), and
approximate loss of USD 250 to 252 billion gross operating revenues of airlines in 2021
vs. 2019.
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● For domestic passenger traffic, there is a general reduction of 24% of seats offered by
airlines, a loss of 865 to 884 million passengers (-33% to -34%), and an estimated deficit
of USD 72 to 74 billion gross operating revenues of airlines (ICAO, 2021)

Source: ICAO estimate

6. Impacts of COVID-19 at American Airlines

American Airlines is one of the major airlines in the US but also worldwide. The
pandemic hit the airline hard, and the company reported a loss of $8.9 billion in 2020 after
earning $1.7 billion the year before. Responsible for that is capacity reductions in flights,
demand for flights has dropped dramatically, and therefore flights got suspended, employees
got sent into early retirement or fired, and the share prices have dropped dramatically.
American was flying with about 45% of their original schedule in 2020. During the first 100 days
of the pandemic, the airline retired 99 planes.
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Source: https://www.statista.com/chart/22352/revenue-of-major-us-airlines/

7. American Airlines new Communication Strategy

American airlines adapted to the pandemic with agility, flexibility, thinking differently,
and came up with new communication strategies. All policies, operations, and communications
all had to change in response to spreading case rates, global government regulations, CDC
recommendations, consumer expectations, and everything had to change quickly. One of the
biggest challenges was planning. American’s marketing team had to think differently, plan
differently, and set themselves up to be able to pivot quickly. Internally, the pandemic forced
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the different teams within the airlines to work together more closely. Different departments –
from marketing to revenue management – started sharing the latest data, brainstorming, and
learning from one another. Working together as a team helps get better and faster results for
the company (MediaCom, 2021).

“Sometimes, the best ideas can come out of adversity.
This past year was a testament to that. We were forced to think differently...
It gave us the opportunity for so much innovation.”
-

Dana Lawrance

During the pandemic, the focus of the airline shifted towards their customers. Dana
Lawrence, Managing Director of Global Brand Marketing for American Airlines, said, “First
thing, focus on the customer. What were their barriers to travel? How could we make them feel
more comfortable?”

One of the most important
concerns from passengers during
the pandemic is cleanliness and
safety. The priority was to make
each person who is choosing
American Airlines feel safe and
Source: https://d2z1w4aiblvrwu.cloudfront.net/ad/OUVq/americanairlines-welcome-back-to-souvenirs-small-10.jpg

comfortable. The airline
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implemented its new Clean Commitment, ramped up touchless travel, partnered with Purell,
and got certified by Global Biorisk Advisory Council (GBAC). The company also started telling
the public about HEPA filters in planes. This was in place long before the pandemic, but
consumers knew only little about it (MediaCom, 2021).

With the pandemic going on, the question came up as to why airlines fly. American
Airlines answered this question and made it their slogan and said: “You are why we fly.” People
fly because they want to go home, fly because lifesaving equipment needs to get to the people
who need it. American Airlines flies to keep the world moving (people and cargo). They started
focusing not just on passenger travel, but they also started flying more cargo and recreated
new partnerships because of the pandemics. The company started to highlight how clean
commitment helps to make teams like the LA Rams and the Dallas Cowboys feel safe. In
addition to that, because of the mask mandates, the airline created all-new brand images with
people wearing masks.

American Airlines created a whole new strategy because of the pandemic. They try to
make the customers feel safe and try to keep their loyal customers loyal to them. American also
think that new travel expectations such as clean commitment, flexible bookings (last minute
bookings), and contactless travel will stay.
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Source: https://i.ytimg.com/vi/wyHgXgh97AU/maxresdefault.jpg

8. Impacts of COVID-19 at Lufthansa

Lufthansa Group is Europe's largest airline. The company got hit hard during the
pandemic and could only survive with a government bailout. The airline reported a loss of $6.6
billion in 2020, and its revenue went from $42.8 billion in 2019 to $16.4 billion in 2020. "In
2020, Lufthansa flew at only 31% capacity of pre-pandemic levels, while the number of
passengers plunged 75%, to 36.4 million" (Forbes, 2021). Lufthansa also had to let go 20% of
their employees. Alone in the 4th quarter of 2020, Lufthansa's expenses were around $360
million per month.
With the bailout, the German government holds 20% of Lufthansa’s shares. However,
the airline was able to repay the German government early. The early repayment was mostly
possible because of more demand for air travel, the transformation and restructuring of the
company itself, and the confidence of the capital market in Lufthansa (Lufthansa Group, 2021)).
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Lufthansa is planning to restore 70% of its flights by 2022. Lufthansa is planning to reduce its
fleet, which could make the airline vulnerable to other, cheaper airlines (Bloomberg, 2021).

9. Lufthansa’s new communication strategy

Lufthansa created its own communication strategy to help the company with the
pandemic. They created different things for it. One is a check-in every quarter for everyone.
People can ask questions, speak what's on their mind, find out what is happening within the
company and their requirements to fulfill their job successfully. It also gives you a feeling of
belonging, and employees don't feel as alone.

In an interview with Eva- Maria Weidner, Head of Global Sales Communication, Change
Management & Training for Lufthansa, mentioned three key points that are very important for
successful internal communication. Internal communication is not just categorizing your target
groups. Communication is human to human. It is more about having a dialogue with the other
person, talking to them, and sharing information, and building relationships.

Another point Eva-Maria Weidner is making, that speed is very important. You must be
quick, cutting out information that is not relevant at this time and place and being perceived
about the information you are providing.
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In addition to that, a person should try to provide all the information through one single
outlet. This helps to get everything done as efficiently as possible and as quickly as possible. It
gives you all the information that you need to serve a customer to be present, to be able to do
your job, and communicate with your coworker as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Communication is the skill set of the
21st century, especially during the
pandemic. Every person and every
colleague need to keep in mind how
important communication is, what
will happen if you use communication
and what will happen if you don't.
Lufthansa also launched a marketing
campaign in the U.S. with the hashtag
#TogetherAgain. The campaign is
Source: https://www.instagram.com/p/CUaXkw4odUV/

about reunions with friends, families,
and business partners. It shows their big

emotions when they can see each other again with the hashtag #TogetherAgain. Also, it shows
how Lufthansa employees are finally able to welcome more guests on their flights across the
world again. The slogan "Lufthansa & You" was chosen for this campaign (TravelDailyNews
International, 2021).
Additionally, Lufthansa is looking at how to rebuild and stabilize customer confidence.
Keeping their customers happy and informed is essential to a company in a crisis like this. The
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airline is trying to keep their customers as informed as possible using different channels such as
their social media, website, etc. Different channels will be used depending on the crisis.
However, the company states that communication is one of the key aspects to navigating
through a crisis successfully and communicating with their customers.
Lufthansa's communication strategy is clear and straightforward. The airline has not
necessarily created its own communication strategy for the pandemic. The airline generalized it
more and used it for different kinds of crises. However, the airline states that communication is
key for successful crisis management and to overcome a crisis with the least damage possible.

10.

Results of oral history interviews

During my research, I also did oral history interviews to get a better understanding of
how customers felt traveling during the pandemic and what their impression was on how
airlines and airports were following the rules during the pandemic.

All my informants were in their late twenties to mid-thirties. They have flown with
different airlines, and one even works for one. Most of the travels were for pleasure. Therefore,
people chose to travel domestically and internationally because they want to and not because
they had to.
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Two of the informants said that they were traveling with COVID, not knowing that they had it.
For example, Adraina (35 years old, Server in a restaurant) said: “I caught COVID in Albania and
traveled back to the USA not knowing I had it. Back in October 2020, the US did not require
Covid testing to enter back. I got tested because my job required it, and once I was tested
positive, I was harassed by the health department (not sure exactly who). They called me every
day asking for the airline, seat number, name, and address of the hotel I stayed in Albania.
Every day they called with the same questions. I was being treated as a terrorist and I made
sure they won’t call me anymore or I will sue for not letting me cover in peace. Basically, Covid
for me was having a mild cold but everything else was and is torture. However, I’ll still be
traveling”. Not everyone is happy with all the measurements the government took to trace
people, however, it doesn’t stop them from traveling.

Most people agreed about the safety protocols on the plane. Everyone had to wear a
mask to fly on a plane. Monseigneur (29 years old), a flight attendant for American Airlines said:
“I think the Airline’s protocols are safe and helpful for better travels. Airlines do follow the
same but just a few things are different like how groups board the planes. Some start from
economy to first and some start from first to the economy”. Laura (29 years old, Marketing
consultant) also said that for example United Airlines even gave out food at different times to
avoid people taking off their masks all at once. However, she also mentioned that in Istanbul
before boarding, the entire people for a sold-out plane were merged in a tiny separation area
after passport and visa were checked. There was no way to even keep 2 feet between people.
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Additionally, masks neither at the airport nor during the flight with Turkish Airlines were not
fully enforced.

Airlines stopped blocking the middle seats and rather have a full plane instead of
keeping the distance on their airplanes. A lot of the people said that the longer the pandemic
took, the planes got more crowded, and the fewer safety protocols checked less. Maria (29
years old, student) traveled eight times during the pandemic, and she said that a lot of the
planes were super crowded and not everyone was enforcing wearing masks.

However, everyone agreed that the reason why people choose a specific airline was
because of the price. People are more interested in saving money, than choosing what in their
opinion is the safest airline. Christ (32 years old, flight student) said: “My brother is a flight
attendant for American Airlines. I can fly for cheap on standby with American Airlines. I used
Qatar because they are also part of the Oneworld Alliance”.

People experience traveling during the pandemic more difficult than before. Christ said:
“It was very difficult with the covid pandemic restrictions. I had to be cautious about everything
I do, wearing a mask, trying to visit less crowded tourist attractions spots. You had to show
proof of Covid test or proof of Vaccine”. Every country has different entry regulations,
requirements for COVID-19 test, and vaccination proof. Adriana also mentioned: “When I
traveled to Albania in 2020, it was much easier for me since I’m an Albanian citizen. Albania did
not require a covid test or quarantine. Returning to the US, the protocols were different. You
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had to quarantine for 14 days but testing was not required. However, once the Covid spread in
the US the protocols changed. You must get tested before entering the US, and you can’t fly if
you are tested positive. I recently flew to Greece and the protocols were much stricter. You had
to fill an entry form days before flying and you had to show proof of vacation along with
negative test results. If you're not vaccinated but you had covid before, you must show proof of
antibodies, otherwise, you're not allowed to enter Greece”.

Comparing all the experiences, you can see people had similar experiences but not
everyone thought about it the same way. Some people felt safer than others but, in the end,
everyone chose to travel/ fly instead of staying home.

11.

Concluding Discussion

Overall, the communication from both airlines was good. It was straight to the point,
and everyone tried to adjust to the new situation as fast as possible. Both airlines created
whole new marketing and communication strategies to help deal with the crisis. For example,
both airlines created whole new marketing strategies to adapt to the new situation.
When we look at the SCCT, we can see that both airlines used the victim crisis as their
response strategy. Because of the pandemic, the borders were closed leaving the airlines with
no other choice than to cancel flights and laying off/suspend workers. Coombs (2007) also
argues that Stakeholders don’t have too much influence in a situation like this and therefore
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there is only a little reputational threat. Both airlines followed the SCCT and did not accept any
responsibility for the crisis.
The SCCT also recommended using safety measurements and actions taken to reduce
harm as a communication strategy, which both airlines successfully did.
The results also show that in addition to the instructing, adjusting information strategy
and the bolster strategy, Lufthansa and American Airlines also used the primary crisis response
strategy. The companies used their social media and website as their primary communications
outlets.
Guerber extended the SCCT and says, that linguistics plays an important role. Every
country is different, so the companies need to be careful, which country they address in a
certain way that is appropriate for them. Since the pandemic is a global health crisis and both
airlines fly internationally, they need to be aware of which country they trying to promote more
flights, travel advisories etc. Both did a good job with that. Lufthansa for example created their
own campaign only for America with the hashtag #togetheragain.
In 1997, William Benoit introduced the image restoration theory. He argues that
pictures impact reputation a lot. A company needs to understand the nature of the attack and
then handle it accordingly. American Airlines followed that advice and created a whole new
marketing strategy with people wearing face masks and it worked. This supports Benoit’s
theory that pictures play an important factor in the reputation of a company.
Also, we can see trust is an important factor in how a company will bounce back from a
crisis such as this. Trust and preparedness of a company are very important. Both airlines tried
to be as prepared as possible, but it is difficult to overcome such a big crisis like a pandemic.
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However, both airlines created new communication strategies to win the trust of their
customers back and make them feel safe. Longstaff did his research in 2020 on how trust and
preparedness impact the internal coordination of a company. Therefore, this theory is very
important in effective communication management and both airlines managed to follow the
theory successfully and it helped them to grow as a company internally even more and connect
different departments closer together to work even better.
Deverall and Olsson researched in 2010 the connection between crisis communication
and organizational culture. The study shows that organizational culture plays an important role
in handling a crisis. This reflects the findings in both airlines. Lufthansa and American Airlines
mentioned that they had to act together, different departments, that usually don’t work closely
together had to in this situation, to handle the crisis to the best of their abilities, and which they
did. Both airlines also said that this helped to grow as a company within and their culture.
Social Media is becoming a very important communication tool. It is fast, easy, free, and
accessible for everyone. Companies use it for marketing campaigns and announce the news to
their customers. American Airlines and Lufthansa used social media to guide their customers
throughout the pandemic. They provided updates on travel bans, new flights, canceled flights,
etc., and used them for new marketing campaigns. The study from Page, Freberg & Saling in
2013 supports on how important social media has become. Even during 9/11 American Airlines
already used its social media presence to update customers on what it is going on.
However, the airlines should have been better prepared for the crisis. They should have
had a crisis plan for such a major health crisis already in place. This is not the first time a health
crisis has happened, there already has been SARS and MERS. SARS is the one that impacted the
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aviation industry the most so far. However, now COVID-19 happened. Knowing that viruses are
getting more common and more intense in the world, there should have already been a crisis
plan for a pandemic like this in place.
In addition, airlines still need to improve their communication with their customers,
especially customer service. The right way to communicate impacts your reputation and your
customer relations and helps your employee. It shows what the company is trying to do to
overcome the crisis and keeps the customers updated on what is going on. If a company fails to
do this in the right way, its reputation will be damaged, and the firm will most likely lose a lot of
customers and money. To reach someone during this time from an airline is basically impossible
unless your flight is in less than 48 hours. People wait for hours on the customer service line,
and they don’t get any response. The airlines need to find a solution for that. This can’t be
happening because this leads to unsatisfied customers.
America and Europe had their worst time of COVID-19 at different times. America had
one huge wave right at the beginning of the pandemic when everything shut down and was
closed starting in March. Everyone was working from home besides essential workers, and only
grocery stores were open. Restaurants were only allowed to do pick-up and delivery and then
slowly recovered with outdoor seating. At this point, America had one big wave and is still
trying to overcome it but is on a good way to do so. Vaccines play an important role in this
situation. Now, around 70% of Americans have gotten their first doses and 59% have their
second dose.
Europe is different. Europe is about to get hit by their fourth wave, which a lot of
researchers and politicians assume that will be the worst one so far. Germany is on the verge of
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having another lockdown again. They did the same measurements in the past as America, but
they lifted the regulations earlier. However, their vaccination rate is higher than in the US.
Now, around 70% of Germans have gotten their first doses and 68% have their second dose.
This could be an opportunity for a new study on how vaccination rates and COVID are related to
each other. Do vaccinations really make a difference? And if they do, in what way do they
impact and the industry or a country?
In conclusion, the pandemic made the airline industry suffer a lot. And even now, over
two years later we are still impacted by it, and nobody will know for how long it will still be
going on. The aviation industry is not the only one that got hit but it is one of them that got hit
the hardest. To survive, both airlines needed financial support from their governments, and
some travel bans and travel advisories are still in place. There is no way of knowing when this
will happen and what our “new normal” will look like. Will he have to wear a mask while flying
and keep our distance from now on all the time? There are still so many questions without an
answer. Communication is important to answer questions like this and many more. It is
becoming more important and more influential every day. Therefore, analyzing those two
airlines will help to see where communications helped, and where it needs to be improved.
However, this study is a good start to analyze how communication impacts and helps
deal with a crisis such as the COVID-19 pandemic. Communication is key but can also be limited.
This study focuses on crisis communication and what the airlines do to overcome the crisis. It is
still an ongoing crisis, and it is still open to new opportunities and suggestions. This can also be
a learning situation for everyone to see what is working and what is not and to be better
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prepared for the future. Because one thing is for sure, this was not the first and it will not be
the last crisis for this industry.
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